EZalign Makes Machine Setup Easy
Operating Instructions
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Setting Up EZalign Before Use
Use the hex wrench to attach the slide bar to the miter bar with the supplied cap screw. Attach the dial
indicator to the slide bar with another cap screw.

The Three Scales On The iGAGING Dial Indicator
Outer scale, in black, is read with the black needle. It is marked in thousandths of an inch (0.001”). One full
revolution of the black needle equals 1/10 of an inch and ten revolutions equals 1 inch.
Middle scale, in red, displays fractional inches in 1/64 inch increments. Read it with the red needle.
Inner scale, in red, displays hundredths of an inch with each major mark being 1/10 inch (0.100). It is read
with the red needle to determine the number of revolutions of the black needle.
The outer and middle scales can be rotated by turning the red bezel. You must choose to use either the outer
(0.001) scale or the middle (1/64) scale for your measurements. You can then measure the relative change
between 2 points by rotating the bezel so the appropriate needle is at zero for the first point. Then by taking
another reading at the second point, the absolute difference is displayed. The bezel can be locked in place by
tightening the bezel locking screw. Do not over-tighten.
The black limiters are visual indicators used as a reference for maximum and minimum values. Use them when
needed to indicate starting and stopping values or to define an acceptable range of heights.
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Examples Showing EZalign In Use
Safety First: Unplug power tools before performing these operations

Table saw
To check blade runout, set up EZalign as shown at right. With a felt
pen, place a mark on the blade plate. Turn the bezel to zero the
dial.Then rotate blade slowly reading any change on the dial. The
difference between the maximum and minimum reading is the total
blade runout.
Use the same setup to check blade-miter gauge slot parallelism.
Zero the dial with the indicator positioned near the front of the
blade. Make a mark on the saw plate where the flat anvil touches it.
Then slide EZalign to the back of the blade with the anvil still on the
saw plate. Rotate the blade so the mark is under the anvil.

Miter Gauge Slot-Fence parallelism: Set fence about four or five
inches from the miter gauge slot. Place EZalign in the front of the
slot and adjust the slide bar to bring the anvil up against the
fence. Zero the dial. Then move EZalign to the rear of the miter
slot and note any difference in the reading.

Jointer
To check the height of the knives attach the dial indicator to the
miter bar and the miter bar to the end of the slide bar as shown
at right. Zero the dial with the flat anvil on the outfeed table.
Rotate the cutter head to place the cutting edge at top dead
center. Then read the height from the dial. Check the height at
both ends of each knife and adjust the knives or the table so they
are the same height.

9"

Measurement range
Reading
Repeatability
Accuracy

0-7" Gauge
0-1" Indicator
0.001"/64th
0.001"
0-1"/0.001"

6"

Flat & Ball anvils included. Replace flat anvil with ball anvil
when measuring moving objects.
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